Razorblade Diffuser
INSTALLATION MANUAL

Thank you for your purchase of the Primacoustic Razorblade Quadratic Diffusor. Razorblades
are designed to control reflected sound energy in a manner that will retain and enhance
acoustic ambience. The Razorblade works by scattering sound energy, and it has been
tested to be effective from approximately 400Hz to well over 10kHz, creating a fully diffuse
sound field.
In both studio and home theater applications, Razorblades will immediately provide a greater
sense of depth, a larger ‘sweet spot’, improved imaging and less ear fatigue. Audio engineers
will benefit from the ability to produce a more balanced mix, while audiophiles gain the ability
to enjoy a better stereo image with crisp detail.
Please take a few minutes to read through this manual before you begin installing Razorblade
diffusors in your room. Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to
contact us by email at info@primacoustic.com for a timely response.

KIT INCLUDES
(1)

Razorblade Quadratic Diffuser

(2)

Z-Bar mounting brackets

(6)

Z-Bar mounting screws and bolt anchors

TOOLS REQUIRED
• Bubble level
• Tape measure
• Phillips #2 screw driver
• Power drill
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PLACEMENT
In both studio and home theater applications, Razorblade
diffusors are typically placed in clusters of three or more on the
back wall of the room, opposite the primary audio source. For
optimal results the diffusors should span 75% of the width of the
wall, and at minimum they should span the width of the working
area / listening position.
Each Razorblade will in itself provide full bandwidth difusion,
and is designed to follow a repeating pattern to whatever width
is available. Razorblades should generally be mounted 30” off
the floor to allow for effective use for both sitting and standing
positions in the room.
For best results, Razorblades can be combined with Primacoustic
Room Kits, which come in a variety of options to suit any room size
and decor. Room Kits include high density acoustically absorptive
panels to provide the perfect balance of absorption and diffusion.

Example: 2-Channel Audiophile Listening Room

Example: Professional Mixing/Mastering Studio

Three Razorblade quadratic diffusors mounted side-by-side on
the back wall of the room help to break up standing wave patterns
without deadening the sound, and increases definition from the
source to improve the stereo image.

Four Razorblades mounted on the wall at the live end of the room
will create a generous diffuse sound field that will add space
to your mixing environment, creating a natural feel to the room
without adding problematic reflections or issues such as flutter
echo.

INSTALLATION
Mounting the Razorblade on a wall is a relatively quick and straightforward process. An optional, but recommended bottom support rail
(3/4” x 2” hardwood or plywood, 24” per Razorblade) should be securely fastened by screwing directly into the wall studs, while the two included Z-bars
are affixed at premeasured intervals above the support rail using drywall anchors. The support rail holds up the weight of the Razorblade, while the
Z-Bars keep the diffusor flush against the wall surface. Once you’ve attached all three pieces to the wall, mounting the Razorblade is as easy as
hanging a picture frame.

1. Mark bottom support rail position, locate studs & affix support rail to the wall
• Measure the desired distance from the floor (typically 30”). Draw a horizontal line on the wall
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to mark the bottom height of the diffusor. Check with a level.

• Locate wall studs & draw vertical lines to mark stud centers
• Drill screw holes in the support rail and affix it to the wall using wood screws long enough to go
through the sheet-rock and into the wall studs.

• Important: The bottom support rail supports the majority of the weight of the Razorblade, so it

is crucial to screw this piece into the wall studs. If a support rail is not used for installation,
ensure that one of each of the Z-Bar support screws are fastened to a wall stud.
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2. Measure and mark Z-Bar placement
• Measure and mark the placement of the Z-Bars (see fig. 1 on next page). The first Z-Bar should
measure 11 1/8” (28.2cm) above the support rail, the second Z-Bar should be 34 1/2” (87.7cm)
above the bottom support rail.

• Draw horizontal lines to mark the bottom height of each Z-Bar. Check with a level.
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3. Affix both Z-Bars to the wall
• Ensure the Z-Bars have the flanged end facing towards the ceiling and check that they are
centered with respect to the bottom support rail.
• Mark the position of the Z-Bar holes on the wall and screw the included bolt anchors into the
drywall only (see fig. 2 below).
• Use a Philips head screwdriver to secure the Z-Bars to the wall with the screws		
provided (3 per Z-Bar).
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4. Place Razorblade onto the wall supports
• Rest the Razorblade against the bottom support rail, then lift the Razorblade at least 2” and
bring it flush with the wall surface
• Slowly lower the Razorblade onto the Z-Bars and the support rail. The Razorblade has four
cleats on the back panel, two for each Z-Bar (see fig. 3 below). Ensure the Razorblade is
secure before proceeding.
• Check that the Razorblade is centered on the bottom support rail, adjust side-to-side placement
if necessary.
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5. Ensure the Razorblade is resting flush against the support rail
• Check that the bottom edge of the Razorblade rests flush against the bottom support rail
• Adjust placement of the support rail if necessary until the bottom edge of the Razorblade 		
makes contact all along the support rail.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 to mount additional Razorblades as needed
• For installation of multiple Razorblades, a single support rail can be used across the bottom of
the entire group of diffusors (e.g. for three Razorblades, use a single 72” support rail).

Fig. 2: Z-Bar screw and anchor detail

Fig. 3: Cleats on back of Razorblade
for Z-Bar mounting
Fig. 1: Measurements for Z-Bar placement

Note: It is the user’s responsibility for the safe installation and use of this product.
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WARRANTY
Please inspect products immediately after receiving your purchase. Primacoustic acoustic products are guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a period of 3 years after purchase. In the unlikely event that
a defect is uncovered, please call 604-942-1001 to obtain a RA number (Return Authorization number) from Primacoustic before the 3 year warranty period expires. Once you have obtained a RA number you must
return the product, freight prepaid, within fifteen (15) days after the date the RA number is issued. Please return the product in the original packaging (or another, affording an equal degree of protection) with all of
the following: (1) RA number clearly marked on the returned package; (2) a receipt or bill of sale showing proof of purchase from an authorized seller; plus (3) a letter describing the defect. Please include your name,
address, telephone number and the applicable RA number. You are solely responsible for all shipping and insurance costs for returning the product to Primacoustic, and you will not be reimbursed or compensated for
any loss or damage incurred during return shipping. Primacoustic will at its sole discretion repair or replace the product. Should the product no longer be available, Primacoustic reserves the right to exchange this with
a product of similar performance and value. Due to different dye lots, Primacoustic cannot guarantee exact color match. This Warranty shall solely extend to the original owner and is limited to manufacturing defects
and excludes damage due to improper installation, freight handling, wear and tear, abuse, misuse, misapplication, color fading or deterioration due to prolonged exposure to ultra violet light, smoke, humidity or other
environmental factors. It is understood that the use and suitability of the product is entirely the responsibility of the buyer or specifying engineer and as such, these parties agree to hold Primacoustic, or its associated
company, and/or officers, harmless from any responsibility whatsoever other than what is clearly outlined in this warranty.

SPECIFICATIONS

24”

Dimensions:

8.5”

Height: 48” (122cm)
Width: 24” (61cm)
Depth: 8.5” (22cm)
Net weight: 87lbs (39.5kg)
Shipping package size: 54” x 28” x 11” (137 x 71 x 28cm)
Shipping weight: 100lbs (45kg)
Inner material: MDF - medium density fiberboard
Cavity fill material: Rockwool
Outer material: Baltic Birch plywood

48”

Color: Black
Acoustic performance: Effective from 400Hz to 10kHz
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